
2017-18 HUSKER ROCKETRY TEAM 
 

ABOUT 

This year's competition took place at Midwest High Power and the competition challenge was active roll 
control. The rocket needed to be able to control the rate at which it spins. The team incorporated a gyroscopic 
roll-control mechanism (a flywheel) inside of the rocket to control and manipulate rocket roll. 

During the competition, each team launched their rocket twice. During the first launch, the objective was to 
control or minimize roll. The next launch was about manipulating roll; before the competition began, all teams 
were given specific roll orientation instructions for the second flight. 

Details of the 2017-18 Midwest High Power competition  

COMPETITION 

On May 20th, 2018, the Husker Rocketry team competed at Midwest High Power in North Branch, MN. The 
rocket, ACROBAT (Angular Conservation Roll Oriented Body with Active Transmission) traveled 4124 ft on 
during the first flight and 4333 ft on the second flight. Launch and recovery for both attempts were successful. 

The rocket was unstable right after takeoff during the first launch and there was no recorded video of the flight. 
The second flight proved to be more successful; the rocket came off the pad rather stable and video of the 
flight was received. 

Overall, the team placed 3rd at the Midwest High Power competition.  
 

 

                                   
 
At the beginning the the year, the team experimentally made their own carbon fiber tubes. However, the 
carbon fiber tubes were not as aerodynamic as the team desired due to imperfections on the outside of the 
finished tubes. Therefore, the main carbon fiber body tubes of the rocket were purchased. Nevertheless, 
experience was gained from the work done with the carbon fiber building process. 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TASMmnYgQE4 

https://dept.aem.umn.edu/mnsgc/Space_Grant_Midwest_Rocketry_Competition_2017_2018/MidwestRocketryCompetition2017-2018finalrulessummary.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TASMmnYgQE4


The video above is this year's test launch of the rocket "ACROBAT." Launch and retrieval was successful 
despite complications with the internal roll-stability mechanism. The expected apogee was 4,500 feet and the 
rocket actually traveled 4,509 feet. A Cesaroni J760 motor was also used. 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=9&v=zfSyyNKhO30 
 
On May 20, 2018, the University of Nebraska-Lincoln's Husker Rocketry team competed at the annual 
Midwest High Power competition located in North Branch, MN. 
 

      

M E M B E R S  
  

The team has a place for anyone interested in building their knowledge about rocketry and aerospace 
engineering. Members who like crunching numbers and predicting the future find their niche in the design of 
our rockets’ brains: the payload. Members who prefer a more tactile focus can put their skills to the test 
through the precision construction of rockets that must withstand extreme flight conditions. And, a love for 
making things that go fast and high is the common bond that all team members share. However, Husker 
Rocketry is much more than a club for enthusiasts. We are proud of the considerable number of our members 
who can say they have interned for NASA, in part due to their hands-on experience gained from the team. 
 

 

Above are the members of the 2017-18 UNL Husker Rocketry team.  
 
2018-19 TEAM LEADS 
Dillon Margritz, Quinn Brandt, and Joseph Broadway 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=9&v=zfSyyNKhO30
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